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is Ren Yingying’s mother, the empress.
“Yue Feng, you can’t serve Chang’e.” After entering the hall, the empress spoke to Yue
Feng with a firm attitude and could not be refuted.
Swish!
At this moment, the eyes of everyone in the hall will be focused on the Empress, all of
them flickering with surprise.
How…how did she break in?
Lu Dongbin was stunned for a moment, looked at the Empress, and said, “This is…”
Yue Feng was just out of the customs, and it was the first time he saw her, so naturally
he didn’t know the Empress.
When the words fell, Xie Liuyun strode out and said, “Holy Master, this is Yue Feng’s
mother-in-law and belongs to the disciple’s family.”
After speaking, Xie Liuyun said coldly to the Queen’s concubine: “You are so bold, the
Holy Master is on the way. Meeting a distinguished guest, you are a woman, and you
are so reckless, do you have any rules? Get out now.”
When he said this, Xie Liuyun couldn’t hide the contempt in his eyes.
Yue Feng’s status is special, and he can’t afford it for the time being, but his mother-inlaw doesn’t need to be taken seriously.
The Queen’s face changed, her body trembled with anger, and she shouted at Xie
Liuyunjiao, “I’m a woman from the Daoist family? I’m blind to your dog’s eyes.”
Wow!
In an instant, the entire hall was in an uproar, and everyone was stunned.
This Yue Feng’s mother-in-law is too daring to insult Xie Tan Master?
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Swish!

Xie Liuyun’s face turned red, and the anger in his heart was suddenly ignited: “Dare to
scold this seat, you are courting death.”
At this time, Xie Liuyun was clearly angry. He was the dignified altar master of the
golden altar, and his status was revered. It was okay to be teased by Yue Feng before,
and now he was insulted by his mother-in-law. Where would he put his son?
Feeling Xie Liuyun’s anger, the Empress did not panic at all, and sneered: “It’s not false
to say that you are inferior, but this palace tells you that I am the Empress of
Apocalypse Continent, and my status is no lower than Chang’e. “
Speaking, the queen glanced at Yue Feng and continued: “Yue Feng is the son-in-law
of this palace, with a distinguished status, why should he condescend to serve
Chang’e?
” Staying at the mountain gate, just now, when I learned that the experienced disciple
had returned, the Empress hurried out to check the situation.
As soon as he arrived at the main hall, he heard that Lu Dongbin was arranging for Yue
Feng to take care of Chang’e.
The Queen Mother is a knife-mouthed tofu-hearted woman. She did not admit that Yue
Feng was her son-in-law before, but seeing that Ren Yingying always insisted, she
acquiesced. At this time, seeing her son-in-law and being arranged to serve other
women, the empress was naturally unwilling.
In a hurry, the Queen Mother simply revealed her true identity.
Anyway, Yue Feng’s identity has also been exposed, so it doesn’t matter.
What?
This time, the entire hall exploded again, and everyone looked at Yue Feng in shock,
speechless.
This… Yue Feng’s mother-in-law turned out to be the Empress.
In shock, the disciples of the Xingmu Tan looked closely at Yue Feng, and there was a
strange light in their eyes.
As expected of the Tianmen Sect Master.
Too good, the mother-in-law turned out to be the empress.
Even Chang’e, who was sitting there, stared blankly at Yue Feng, and her perception of
him was subverted once again.

Unexpectedly, this Yue Feng turned out to be the concubine.
And he kept saying he was a douchebag.
“Queen Mother!” At this moment, Ren Yingying couldn’t help laughing and crying, she
couldn’t help but said to the Empress: “Yue Feng is just taking care of Empress
Chang’e, nothing else.”
Empress was stunned and said, “Don’t Speak.” After speaking
, the queen’s eyes turned to Yue Feng: “Yue Feng, do you know how much Yueying
paid for you? During the past few days that you were missing, she did not want to eat or
drink, and did everything she could to inquire about you. The news, how about you?
You fell off the cliff and didn’t die, so it’s fine if you don’t come back. You didn’t even
pass the word. Now that you’ve come back, you’re going to serve Chang’e again?”
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“Yue Feng, let me tell you, you can only accompany Yueying now, and you are not
allowed to approach other women. You cannot serve Chang’e.” The queen said coldly.
I go!
Hearing this, Yue Feng was dumbfounded.
This queen, who had never admitted her relationship with Yingying before, had all kinds
of contempt, but now that she saw Chang’e, she suddenly changed her attitude.
Really speechless.
But then again, it is only natural for a mother to protect her daughter.
quiet!
At this moment, the entire hall was silent, and a drop of a needle could be heard clearly.
Xie Liuyun stared blankly at the empress, her face flushed, unable to say a word. I
thought it was just a woman who had never seen the world, but I didn’t expect it to be a
high-ranking empress, and it was indeed a bit rude to say that to her just now.
“Haha…” At this time, Lu Dongbin, who was on the side, also laughed, looked at Yue
Feng and said, “Since the Empress has already said it, let someone else take care of
the Empress Chang’e.”
Yue Feng smiled slightly and nodded. Said: “Okay.”

Immediately, Yue Feng clenched his fists at Lu Dongbin: “Holy Master, since Empress
Chang’e is taken care of, I can rest assured, there are still a lot of things to do on the
Diyuan Continent, so I will say goodbye first. Now, I beg the Holy Master to allow me to
go down the mountain.”
“That’s right.” Lu Dongbin raised his hand and nodded with a smile.
At this time, Yue Feng said to Chang’e: “Niangniang, the matter of the descendants of
the great emperor, I can’t escape the relationship, and I will definitely help you restore
your innocence, but I am in a hurry, and I have to go back to the Earth Circle first, but
don’t worry, wait until you are ready to take it back. When the emperor is in power, as
long as you say a word, I will definitely come over as soon as possible to help me.”
Hmm!
Chang’e didn’t respond, just nodded, her beautiful face did not fluctuate at all, but she
was very relieved.
Yue Feng can say these words, and it is not in vain to help him before.
Immediately, Yue Feng said goodbye to Mu Qingyue and everyone, and then left with
Ren Yingying and the empress.
Yue Feng took Ren Yingying and the Empress, and after a long journey of more than
ten hours, the three arrived at the Diyuan Continent. After a few more hours, I finally
returned to Zhongzhou.
Today’s weather is not good, the sky is cloudy, and it is raining lightly.
Because of the rain, the street was a little calm. Yue Feng took Ren Yingying and the
Empress and rushed towards the Ouyang family.
“Yue Feng, this is your hometown? It doesn’t look anything special.” The Empress
couldn’t help but said.
As a concubine, I have seen many new things, so I am not very shocked by the modern
city in front of me, especially when I see the deserted streets, I am very disappointed.
Before Yue Feng could speak, Ren Yingying smiled bitterly: “Mother, is it raining today?
If the weather is fine, it must be another lively scene.”
Ren Yingying had been in Diyuan Continent for a while, so she naturally understood the
situation.
While talking, at this time, the three of them had come to the Ouyang family.

But at this moment, the three of them only felt that something was wrong. Yue Feng
saw that the entire Ouyang family was busy, but everyone was very silent, with a sad
expression on their faces. The entire Ouyang family gave people a strange quietness.
Not only that, but all parts of the Ouyang family were painted with long white velvets,
and there was a depressing and heavy atmosphere everywhere.
what happened?
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng’s heart was inexplicably heavy, and his brows were
furrowed.
Ren Yingying and the Empress looked at each other and quickly followed.
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Swish!
When he reached the hall, Yue Feng was shocked and froze there.
I saw that the entire hall was painted with filial piety and wreaths. Mei Hui was wearing a
filial robe, kneeling there, her eyes were red and swollen, and she almost cried.
Next to them, the rest of the Ouyang family, as well as Sun Dasheng, Wen Chouchou,
Qin Rongyin, Xiao Yuruo, and the six fairies of Fuyao Palace, all dressed in white, stood
there silently in silence.
In the entire hall, no one spoke, and the atmosphere was extremely depressing.
In the north of the hall, there is a coffin, and on the spiritual platform behind the coffin,
there is a spiritual tablet. On the spiritual card, it was written: ‘Ouyang Gong, Zhennan’s
spiritual position’.
hum!
Seeing the words on the spiritual position card, Yue Feng only felt that a thunderstorm
sounded in his mind, and his whole head was buzzing.
wow.
At this time, when they saw Yue Feng, everyone in the hall was stunned for a moment,
and then they quickly gathered around, all of them excited.
“Fengzi, you’re back?”
“Master, it’s great to see that you’re all right, it’s just that the master…”

“Brother,
uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu. “
Seeing Yue Feng, everyone was surprised and happy, but when they thought of
Ouyang Zhennan’s death, they were all in great pain, especially Mei Hui, who rushed
over screaming and threw herself into Yue Feng’s arms, with a sound of sadness.
sobbing.
At that time in the prison of Tianqi Imperial City, after Duan Yu killed Ouyang Zhennan,
his body was hastily buried on the barren hill behind the Imperial City. After that, the
Ouyang family and Sun Dasheng were released by Xing Yao.
Before everyone left the imperial city, they dug up Ouyang Zhennan’s body and brought
it back to the Diyuan Continent. They were going to be buried again. After all, Ouyang
Zhennan was famous and he had made a lot of contributions to the rivers and lakes of
the Diyuan Continent. Too sloppy.
And today is the day when Ouyang Zhennan was officially buried.
Yue Feng nodded at everyone, then locked the coffin tightly, then walked over step by
step with red eyes, and slowly pushed open the coffin lid.
call!
I saw that Ouyang Zhennan was lying quietly inside with his eyes closed, very peaceful,
but Yue Feng could clearly see that Ouyang Zhennan’s heart was completely shattered.
Broken…
poof!
In an instant, Yue Feng knelt down there and burst into tears: “How could this happen?
Foster father… I’m sorry, the baby is late, I’m sorry for you…” You
especially saw Ouyang Zhennan The heart pulse was completely shattered, Yue Feng
only felt that one of his own hearts was tugged.
At this moment, Ren Yingying behind was also trembling, and her mind was blank.
Ren Yingying once stayed in the Earth Circle Continent for a period of time. Of course,
she knew the relationship between Yue Feng and Ouyang Zhennan. Although they
were not biological father and son, Ouyang Zhennan regarded Yue Feng as her own,
and Yue Feng respected him even more.
But now, Ouyang Zhennan is dead, and he died so tragically. At this time, Ren Yingying
can imagine how sad Yue Feng is at this moment.

“Yue Feng…don’t be sad…” Ren Yingying came over and couldn’t help but gently
comforted her, but she knew that it was useless to persuade Yue Feng. At this time,
Yue Feng’s eyes were already red, and he was crying uncharacteristically.
The people around also all looked gloomy, and the circles of their eyes were red.
Yue Feng was lying on the coffin, his voice was hoarse, and his whole body was
shaking!
“Who? Who killed the adoptive father?” Yue Feng asked, looking around in tears, his
voice completely hoarse. And Yue Feng’s whole body was also filled with anger.
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monstrous anger!
In Yue Feng’s heart, although Ouyang Zhennan is his adoptive father, he treats him like
his own son, and even betrothed his daughter to him. Said that Yue Feng had already
regarded him as his biological father.
Yue Feng once thought that there will be no disputes in the rivers and lakes in the
future, so he will accompany his old man well and give him his retirement.
But he never expected that before the quiet days came, the adoptive father died, and he
died so tragically.
call!
At this moment, Sun Dasheng took a deep breath, walked out, and gritted his teeth:
“Fengzi, it was Duan Yu who killed Patriarch Ouyang…” Immediately, Sun Dasheng told
the situation at that time.
“Duan! Yu!”
Yue Feng gritted his teeth and spat out these two words word by word, his eyes spitting
fire, burning with anger!
boom!
The next second, Yue Feng slammed his palm on the table, and the table shattered in
an instant, and the entire hall was shaken by Yue Feng’s breath.
Boom!
The sky outside seemed to feel Yue Feng’s anger, and suddenly the dark clouds rolled,
followed by the majestic rain!

Ling Lie’s wind and rain blew into the hall, but it could not quench the anger in Yue
Feng’s heart!
“Duan Yu, if you don’t smash your corpse into ten thousand pieces, I, Yue Feng, will not
be a human being!” A cold voice came from Yue Feng’s mouth. After saying that, Yue
Feng turned to look at Ouyang Zhennan’s corpse, his eyes were blood red. Tears again.
“Foster father, I came back late, I’m sorry baby, I’m sorry for you…” I
don’t know how long I cried, but Yue Feng noticed something, turned his head and
asked hoarsely: “Where’s my foster mother? Why isn’t there Qingyan? “
When asking these questions, Yue Feng’s eyelids throbbed coldly, and he had a bad
premonition in his heart.
call!
Everyone looked at each other, feeling extremely ashamed and angry, and then, Wen
Chou Chou came over and patted Yue Feng on the shoulder: “Mrs. Jiang was taken
away by Duan Yu, while younger brother and sister Qing Yan was taken away by Yue
Chen for interrogation, never again. Didn’t come back…”
After saying that, Wen Chou Chou was ashamed and continued: “Fengzi, don’t worry
too much, we have already sent someone to inquire about their news…”
Pff…
Hearing this, Yue Feng’s face was as red as blood, his body shook, and then a mouthful
of blood spurted out. He couldn’t hold it any longer, and he fainted in front of him.
Ten years ago, Master Nangong Jue died, which left Yue Feng heartbroken and swore
that he would never let this happen again.
But now, the adoptive father Ouyang Zhennan has suffered another accident. Not only
that, but Aunt Jiang and Su Qingyan are also missing. The repeated blows, no matter
how tough Yue Feng’s mood is, can’t bear it.
Whoops!
Seeing this scene, everyone around was shocked and gathered around.
“Fengzi…”
“Brother!”
“Quick, help him to the room.”

Everyone was more anxious than each other, and they helped Yue Feng into the room.
…
At this moment, Yunzhou City, a few hundred miles away from the Ouyang family.
Lishui Community Apartments.
In the living room, Shen Man sat there, staring blankly outside, as if he had lost his soul.
Xuan’er has been missing for so many days, and there is no news at all. Did something
really happen?
Squeak!
At this moment, the door of the living room was pushed open, and then three people
walked in. The leader, with a graceful figure, delicate facial features, beautiful and
charming, was Liu Xuan.
And the two behind her are Zhu Rong and Shennong.
A day ago, after Liu Xuan, Shennong Clan, and Zhu Rong left the deep cave at the foot
of Buzhou Mountain, in order to avoid Yang Jian’s search, they returned directly to the
Earth Circle Continent.
Liu Xuan made a plan, first go home to visit Shen Man, and then go to the Ouyang
family to inquire about Yue Feng.
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Zhu Rong and Shennong both trust Yue Feng very much, and Liu Xuan is Yue Feng’s
woman, so they agree with her suggestion.
“Xuan’er?”
Seeing Liu Xuan, Shen Man’s body trembled, and she quickly stood up. Seeing Liu
Xuan’s return to her original face, she was both surprised and delighted:
“Xuan’er…you… your face is healed. ?”
At this time, Shen Man was indescribably excited.
I thought something happened to my daughter, but I didn’t expect that not only would
she come back safe and sound, but her face returned to its previous appearance.
Simply a surprise.

The next second, Shen Man thought of something, and asked eagerly, “Where have
you been during this time? Do you know how worried I am, and, these two are…”
After speaking, Shen Man was suspicious. Look at Zhu Rong and Shennong.
The two were dressed strangely, wearing ancient robes, so they wouldn’t be bad
people.
“Mom!” Liu Xuan smiled slightly, came over and started to introduce: “These two seniors
are…”
Just halfway through, she was interrupted.
Boom!
The door of the living room was kicked open at once, and then a dozen people rushed
in. They were all dressed as people from the rivers and lakes.
It was Tang Qingyun.
Those who came with him were all disciples of Tangjiabao.
“You…”
Liu Xuan was startled when so many people rushed in. She looked at Tang Qingyun
and asked nervously, “Who are you? What are you doing?”
She had never met Tang Qingyun, so naturally she didn’t know him.
As soon as the words fell, Shen Man also trembled, and said to Tang Qingyun: “Hey
man, didn’t we agree? Once there is news about Yue Feng, I will inform you as soon as
possible, why did you suddenly break in? “
Half a month ago, Tang Qingyun found Shen Man and forced her to tell Yue Feng’s
whereabouts. At that time, Shen Man said that he would help inquire about Yue Feng’s
whereabouts.
At this time, when Shen Man said this, his voice was full of dissatisfaction, but he was
also indescribably frightened in his heart.
After all, these arena people can’t afford to offend themselves.
What?
Liu Xuan was shocked, and looked at Shen Man in astonishment: “Mom, what did you
do when I wasn’t at home?” She

and Yue Feng have gone through so many ups and downs, and they are about to
become successful, but her mother helped them Jianghu people, deal with Yue Feng?
How could Yue Feng be her son-in-law?
For a while, Liu Xuan was anxious and angry, and she couldn’t be more anxious.
This…
In the face of her daughter’s questioning, Shen Man’s face flushed and she was very
embarrassed. She didn’t know how to answer for a while.
“Haha…”
At this moment, Tang Qingyun showed a smile and said leisurely at Shen Man: “Mrs.
Shen, don’t panic, we are just here to see, there is no other meaning.”
After speaking, Tang Qingyun looked up and down Staring at Liu Xuan, her eyes shone
brightly: “This Yue Feng is indeed very beautiful. The women around him are more
beautiful than the other, and this is a rare gem.”
Half a month ago, Tang Qingyun found it. After Shen Man, he sent someone to spy on
Shen Man all the time. Seeing someone coming to Shen Man’s house today, Tang
Qingyun didn’t have time to think about it, and immediately rushed over with someone.
Tang Qingyun’s gaze made Liu Xuan feel uncomfortable, but she still pretended to be
calm: “Who are you, what are you going to do?” But now, with Shennong and Zhu Rong
nearby, there is no need to be afraid.
“Don’t be afraid of beauty.” Tang Qingyun looked at Liu Xuan, and the more she looked,
the more she felt itchy, she said with a smile: “I heard that you disappeared some time
ago, and it has something to do with Yue Feng, then you must know Yue Feng’s
whereabouts…”
Before Tang Qingyun could finish speaking, Liu Xuan interrupted coldly.
“I don’t know.”
Three cold words came out of Liu Xuan’s mouth without any hesitation.
Although she didn’t know what Tang Qingyun wanted to do with Yue Feng, Liu Xuan
could sense that the people in front of her were not good people. Looking for Yue Feng,
there will be no good things.
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Huh?
At this moment, Tang Qingyun’s complexion changed suddenly. You must know that
although he did not have a high reputation in the arena, he was also the owner of the
Tang Family Fort, the leader of the faction, and now Liu Xuan treats him so indifferently.
, where to put face?
For a time, the atmosphere in the living room suddenly became dignified.
Finally, Tang Qingyun laughed and said: “Okay, since the beauty doesn’t cooperate,
don’t blame me for being rude. The disciples obeyed the order, took her away, escorted
her to Mount Emei, and handed it over to the Zhou Alliance for interrogation.”
Hula!
The voice fell, and a dozen Tangjiabao disciples suddenly gathered around.
“Stop!”
At this moment, a loud shout came, and then, Zhu Rong flashed and blocked in front of
Liu Xuan.
In the next second, Zhu Rong glared at Tang Qingyun and shouted angrily: “Where did
you get the junk from the rivers and lakes? Leave it all to the old man.” His voice was
loud and full of anger.
Yue Feng is his brother, and his woman is his younger brother and sister. Now that Liu
Xuan was being bullied by Tang Qingyun, how could she just sit back and ignore it?
Made!
Tang Qingyun’s face was ashen, and he was too lazy to talk nonsense. He pointed at
Zhu Rong and said, “I don’t know about life and death, so dare to meddle in my own
business?”
After speaking, Tang Qingyun shouted at the surrounding disciples: “Take him down
and bring him with you. Let’s go.”

Tang Qingyun glared at Zhu Rong with disdain and contempt in his eyes.
In Tang Qingyun’s eyes, the man in front of him, although wearing a red robe, was a
little strange, but he was not a threat at all.
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Tang Qingyun didn’t know yet that Zhu Rong at this time concealed his aura, his real
strength was beyond his imagination, and Zhu Rong’s origin was even more
extraordinary.
The words fell, and several Tangjiabao disciples rushed towards Zhu Rong.
hum!
At this moment, Zhu Rong was too lazy to talk nonsense, slowly raised his hand, and a
ball of flames churned in his palm. At the same time, the air around him was instantly
distorted by the high temperature!
Zhu Rong raised his arm casually and threw the flames away.
It seems random, but everyone around is shaking in their hearts!
“Boom!”
I only saw a few Tangjiabao disciples rushing over, screaming screaming, and the
flames set them on fire!
The screams were shrill and shrill, and finally the sound subsided, and none of these
Tang Family Fort disciples were left, they were all burned to ashes!
Hiss…
Seeing this scene, not only Tang Qingyun, but the rest of the Tang Jiabao disciples and
Shen Man couldn’t help gasping for air.
powerful!
The strength of this man is terrifying.
“With this little strength, you also come out to do evil? Waste!” Zhu Rong coldly
squeezed out a sentence, standing proudly with his hands behind his back,
indescribably wild and unruly.
At this moment, Tang Qingyun reacted, looked at Zhu Rong blankly, and asked
stammeringly: “Don’t blame the senior, dare to ask the senior

‘s name?” “Zhu Rong!” Zhu Rong responded indifferently.
What?
Hearing this, Tang Qingyun’s body trembled suddenly, and he almost sat on the ground.
Fire…. Vulcan Zhurong?
Is this person Zhu Rong, the God of Fire?
In an instant, Tang Qingyun and several people were so frightened that they were
dripping with cold sweat.
“She is my younger brother and sister. If you dare to be so rude, you will die.” At this
time, Zhu Rong swept a few Tang Qingyun coldly, and said coldly, no doubt.
Gudong.
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Tang Qingyun swallowed a mouthful of saliva, squeezed out a smile, and said
respectfully: “Senior Zhu Rong, misunderstanding, it is all misunderstanding, we are all
people in the world, how dare you bully a woman? Excuse me…”
Said, Tang Qingyun greeted the remaining disciples and left in despair.
call!
When Tang Qingyun and the others walked away completely, Shen Man calmed down,
but her delicate body was still trembling.
She was an ordinary person, and she suddenly saw the strength of the people in the
rivers and lakes, especially the few Tang Jiabao disciples just now, who were burned to
ashes, and she was shocked.
The next second, Shen Man looked at Liu Xuan and couldn’t help but ask gently,
“Xuan’er, what the hell is going on, who are these two seniors…”
“Mom!” Liu Xuan smiled slightly, He opened his mouth to comfort him and said, “Don’t
be nervous, this is Yue Feng’s sworn brother, called Zhu Rong, this is Senior Shennong
and a friend of Yue Feng. I can restore my appearance, and it is all thanks to this Senior
Shennong.”
What?
Hearing this, Shen Man’s body trembled, completely dumbfounded.

Shennong? Zhu Rong?
These are all famous figures in history. One is Yue Feng’s sworn brother and the other
is Yue Feng’s friend?
…..
On the other side, the Ouyang family.
call!
I don’t know how long he was in a coma, but Yue Feng finally woke up.
“Yue Feng!”
As soon as he opened his eyes, he heard a gentle voice, Yue Feng turned his head to
look, and saw Xiao Yuruo sitting by the bed, affectionate and gentle, with worry in his
eyes.
Yue Feng sat up and smiled bitterly: “How long have I been in a coma?”
“Seven or eight hours, it’s already dark outside.” Xiao Yuruo took his hand and
hesitated: “The funeral of the adoptive father is also over. Come on, Yue Feng, don’t be
too uncomfortable, seeing you like this makes me feel so distressed.” Is the
funeral over?
Hearing this, Yue Feng’s heart was filled with sorrow and grief again, and at the same
time he secretly comforted himself.
The funeral is just a form. The most important thing now is to find a way to find Aunt
Jiang and Qingyan, and to seek revenge for Duan Yu as soon as possible.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng looked at Xiao Yuruo and felt distressed: “Yuruo, I have
wronged you during this time.”
Yue Feng clearly saw that Xiao Yuruo had lost a lot of weight after not seeing him for a
while. After being caught, he suffered a lot in prison.
Not only Xiao Yuruo, but also Qin Rongyin, several fairies, and Sun Dasheng, Yue Feng
felt guilty.
“Miss Yuruo!”
Just as he was talking, a disciple of the Ouyang family called out, his tone was very
polite: “Young master is awake?”

“Awake!” Without waiting for Xiao Yuruo to respond, Yue Feng said, “Is something
Come in and talk.”
As soon as he finished speaking, the disciple pushed open the door and walked in,
respectfully saying, “Young master, two women are visiting, saying they want to see the
young master.”
Visiting?
Yue Feng was stunned for a moment and asked, “Who is it?”
Could it be that Zhou Qin knew that he was back and came here specifically to make
trouble.
“Master Hui, they are two stars.” The disciple looked complicated and quickly
responded: “One is called Li Qin and the other is called Tang Lan.”
Are they?
Hearing this, Yue Feng’s eyes flashed, and he quickly got out of bed: “Go, go and see!”
The voice fell, and he walked out quickly.
At this time, Yue Feng was in a very complicated mood.
Li Qin and Tang Lan, one was his classmate and the other was his teacher, and later
both joined their own entertainment companies. Over the years, their fame has become
very popular, and they are both super first-line stars! Has countless fans!
The two of them became popular, and their careers were even busier. How could they
suddenly come to find themselves?
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Yue Feng went out and came to the hall, and saw Li Qin and Tang Lan, already waiting
there.
call!
At this moment, seeing Li Qin and Tang Lan, Yue Feng couldn’t help taking a deep
breath, and he was also secretly admiring.
I have to say that Li Qin and Tang Lan are worthy of being born to be stars. They have
not seen each other for a few years and have become more beautiful.

Today, Li Qin is wearing a hip-packed skirt, showing her perfect and sexy figure to the
fullest. The almost S-shaped curve will make it difficult for any man to calm down when
he sees it.
Go to see Tang Lan again, wearing a long red dress, which is extraordinarily charming
and charming, yet dignified and elegant.
“Yue Feng!”
Li Qin and Tang Lan looked happy when they saw Yue Feng coming in, and quickly got
up and greeted them.
“Li Qin, Teacher Tang, why are you free to come to me today?” Yue Feng said with a
smile. Although the funeral of the adoptive father had just ended, Yue Feng was in a
heavy mood, but he still greeted him with a smile.
“Brother Feng, Teacher Tang and I are in trouble.” Li Qin bit his lip and said.
Tang Lan next to him nodded.
In the next second, Li Qin breathed a sigh of relief and continued: “Yue Feng, before
your hill entertainment company was suppressed by the forces of the rivers and lakes,
after it closed down, we found another entertainment company, but the owner of this
entertainment company , He Xincheng, but he was plotting against us. What’s more
hateful is that he made an unreasonable request. After we rejected him, he used his
relationship and directly blocked me and Mr. Tang. Now in the entire entertainment
industry, no one is looking for me and Mr. Tang. ..”
As he spoke, Li Qin was full of grievances: “Then He Xin said, as long as Teacher Tang
and I promise to accompany him for one night, the ban will be lifted.”
When he said the last sentence, Li Qin’s face was extremely blushing, and his eyes
Flashes of anger.
Tang Lan next to her was also trembling.
Ten days ago, the boss of the new company, He Xinxin, invited Li Qin and Tang Lan to
dine in the hotel. After drinking, they revealed their true colors. They fascinated Li Qin
and Tang Lan with drugs and took them to their villa. Fortunately, they were halfway
there. , met Sikong Yanran and her four brothers, and she was not humiliated.
But the matter didn’t end, He Channel didn’t succeed, became angry, and directly used
the relationship to block Li Qin and Tang Lan.

Under such circumstances, Li Qin and Tang Lan were completely desperate. They got
news today that the Ouyang family held a funeral and Yue Feng was back. Li Qin and
Tang Lan didn’t have time to think about it, so they hurried to Yue Feng for help.
Hearing this, Yue Feng’s face instantly turned gloomy.
Before, after Zhou Qin sat on the head of the martial arts alliance, he instructed various
sects to eradicate any forces related to Yue Feng, including these things, Yue Feng
knew. But Yue Feng never thought that the suppression this time had caused him such
a heavy loss that even Shanqiu Entertainment was forced to close down.
Yue Feng smiled slightly and said to Li Qin, “Don’t panic, I’ll handle this matter.” After
speaking, Yue Feng did not forget to give Tang Lan a comforting look, indicating that he
was not afraid.
Jingle Bell.
Just as he was talking, suddenly Li Qin’s cell phone rang, and it was a message, which
was sent by He Channel.
Yue Feng motioned to Li Qin to open the message, and saw the message: Li Qin
beauty, have you and Tang Lan considered it? I will hold a dinner party at the
Zhongzhou Hotel tonight. If you and Tang Lan think about it, come together. After the
banquet, we will have a good communication in the room. As long as you satisfy me, I
will lift your ban, and, In the future, I will give you the best resources. Don’t miss this
opportunity, and you will never come back.
Swish!
As soon as they saw the information, Li Qin and Tang Lan were both blushing and
angry.
Li Qin took Yue Feng’s arm and said anxiously, “What should I do, Brother Feng…”
Tang Lan, who was next to him, also looked at Yue Feng nervously. At this time, neither
she nor Li Qin paid attention.
call!
Yue Feng breathed a sigh of relief, smiled and said, “It’s okay, I will accompany you to
the dinner tonight to see this He Channel.”
Chapter 1909

After all, Li Qin and Tang Lan have helped themselves to make a lot of money before,
so of course they have to help them.
….
At eight o’clock in the evening, the Zhongzhou Hotel was brightly lit.
Zhongzhou Hotel is the highest-grade hotel in Donghai City. It is located in the city
center. It is very beautiful with bright lights at night.
Tonight, He Channel, the president of Chenxing Entertainment, is holding a banquet
here.
Originally, the most powerful player in the entertainment industry was Shanqiu
Entertainment under the name of Yue Feng, but after being suppressed by Zhou Qin
and going bankrupt, Chenxing Entertainment took the opportunity to rise, and in just one
year, it became the largest company in the entertainment industry.
At this time, the banquet hall of the hotel was refurbished, showing gorgeousness
everywhere, which can be said to be magnificent.
Those who came to this banquet celebration today can be said to be business
celebrities from the entire Zhongzhou City, as well as the bosses of various
entertainment companies, and some popular stars.
It can be said that the specifications and grades of this banquet are first-class and topnotch.
At 7:30, the banquet was about to start. Yue Feng, Li Qin, and Tang Lan rushed to the
hotel and entered the lobby.
Swish!
As soon as the three Yue Feng appeared, they immediately attracted the attention of
many people around them.
Of course, most of them look at Li Qin and Tang Lan.
Tonight, Li Qin and Tang Lan put on sexy evening dresses, which are extremely
charming.
However, there are also a lot of eyes focused on Yue Feng.
“I’m going, Li Qin and Tang Lan, they are worthy of being very popular stars, they are so
beautiful.”

“I heard that they were banned and haven’t appeared in the public eyes for a long time,
why are they here suddenly?”
“Who knows, and who is the man next to them?”
“I don’t know, the driver!”
Speaking of which, Yue Feng used to be famous in the business world, but in the past
ten years, Yue Feng has been busy with matters in the arena Son, don’t care about the
business world anymore, after a long time, these people in the business world have
forgotten about Yue Feng.
More importantly, with the continuous improvement of Yue Feng’s cultivation strength,
the current temperament is not comparable to that of the past. Therefore, some people
who have seen Yue Feng before will not recognize Yue Feng again.
“Whoops, Li Qin and Tang Lan are here!”
As soon as the three of Yue Feng entered the hall, an uncomfortable voice came from
the front, and the tone was smug and abusive!
Hearing the sound, he saw a man in a suit, accompanied by a bodyguard, walking over.
The man is about forty, very stylish, with a gentleman’s beard, very gentleman’s
appearance, it is He Xin.
But Yue Feng felt that this man’s eyes were full of sinister and cunning. This He Xin is
obviously a hypocrite. In fact, everyone has a unique temperament. For example, a
gangster has the temperament of a small gangster, and he is a fool wherever he goes.
For example, a big boss in business also has a unique temperament and is generally
more stable. This He Xin, the temperament on his body, makes people very
uncomfortable, and at first glance he is a hypocrite.
At this time, He Xinxun walked up to him and said to Li Qin with a smile, “Beauty Li Qin,
beauty Tang Lan, I’m very happy that you can come.”
He Xinxun deliberately took a step closer and lowered his voice. , continued: “It can be
seen that both of them are smart people. In the current entertainment industry, it can be
said that I have the final say. As long as you are willing to cooperate, you can get the
best resources. After the banquet is over, we will go to rest. , I specially reserved a
room, the bed is big enough for the three of us together, hehe…”
At the end, He Xinxun laughed slyly, and at the same time, his eyes kept moving back
and forth on Li Qin and Tang Lan.
And when he said this, He Xin didn’t even look at Yue Feng.

And like everyone else, He Xin also believed that Yue Feng should be the driver of Li
Qin and he didn’t need to take it seriously.
Chapter 1910
Swish!
Hearing He Xin’s words, Li Qin’s and Tang Lan’s faces turned red all of a sudden, and
their delicate bodies trembled faintly.
This is the banquet hall. It is disgusting that He Xin should say such blatant words.
Seeing that Li Qin didn’t speak, He Xin rolled his eyes and said with a smile: “What? I’m
sorry, you two? Well, I’ll prepare an extra room later, and I will communicate with the
two beauties separately, so that it won’t be embarrassing. Haha…” The
voice fell, and He Xin laughed outrageously.
The two beauties finally compromised, can you not be happy?
“You…”
Finally, Li Qin’s delicate body trembled, and he couldn’t help but speak, when Yue Feng
blocked her face.
“You are He Channel? The president of Chenxing Entertainment?” Yue Feng looked
directly at He Channel and asked coldly.
He Xin’s expression changed suddenly, looking at Yue Feng, his eyes darkened.
Nima, a driver dares to babble about it?
Moreover, there is also a filial piety on his arm? Brain is sick.
He glared at Yue Feng and shouted angrily: “If you know who I am, you still dare to
interject. Believe it or not, I will make you lose your job? You are not qualified to speak
here, so get out of your way.”
“Crack!” The
voice just fell , Yue Feng slapped without warning, and slapped He Xin’s face directly.
For this slap, Yue Feng didn’t use his internal strength, otherwise, I was afraid that He
Xin’s head would be pulled off. After all, Yue Feng is now approaching the Tribulation
Transcendence Realm, and a slap is not something ordinary people can withstand.

Even so, this slap made He Xin groan, and his whole body was slammed into the air,
flying several meters away, hitting several wine stands, and finally falling to the ground.
hiss!
Seeing this scene, everyone around came over one after another, looking at Yue Feng
in astonishment, and they were all dumbfounded.
Who is this person? Dare to do something to Mr. He.
Looking for death?
Yue Feng didn’t pay attention to the eyes around him, and stared at He Xin closely, with
a dazzling light in his cold eyes.
To be honest, Yue Feng didn’t want to do it as soon as he came up, it was a bit
barbaric.
However, the death of his adoptive father made Yue Feng feel very depressed. In
addition, what a foul language, it was very ugly, Yue Feng couldn’t help it.
Anyway, this kind of scum just needs to be cleaned up, and it doesn’t matter.
“You…”
At this time, He Xin covered his face and yelled at Yue Feng: “Little bastard, you dare to
hit me, I told you to lie down today!”
He Xin said, darting around. He shouted: “Come here, come here!”
At this time, He Xin was furious. The president of his dignified entertainment company
was beaten up by a driver. If this matter spreads out, how can he still be involved in the
entertainment industry in the future?
Whoops!
In an instant, I heard He Xin’s call, and a man in a black suit walked over with a dozen
hotel security guards.
The man in the black suit is the manager of the Zhongzhou Hotel, Zhang Tao!
When he got to the front, Zhang Tao was startled when he saw the slap print on He
Xin’s face: “Boss He, what’s the matter?”
“Manager Zhang, your Zhongzhou Hotel is also a first-class venue, why is everyone in
it?” He Xin was extremely annoyed and shouted.

With that said, He Xin pointed at Yue Feng and roared loudly: “I was beaten by this little
bastard, beat him to my knees, and kowtow to me to make amends.”
What?
Hearing this, Zhang Tao was stunned for a moment, and then became extremely angry.
He Xin is a senior VIP of the hotel, but he was beaten up. If something goes wrong, it is
the responsibility of the hotel. As a manager, how can he handle it?
The next second, Zhang Tao looked at Yue Feng coldly, and shouted angrily: “Boy, did
you hear what Boss He said? Hurry down and apologize, or else…” The
voice fell, and more than 20 security guards were behind him. Put your hands on the
back waist, and then pull out the swing sticks one by one.
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